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Bottom of the Hill Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 176 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.4in.The
English at the North Pole is the first part of Jules Vernes The
Adventures of Captain Hatteras, the second part being The
Desert of Ice. The novel, set in 1861, described adventures of
British expedition led by Captain John Hatteras to the North
Pole. He is convinced that the sea around the pole is not frozen.
Mutiny by the crew results in destruction of their ship but
Hatteras, with a few men, continues on the expedition. Jules
Gabriel Verne was a French novelist, poet, and playwright best
known for his adventure novels and his profound influence on
the literary genre of science fiction. He was trained to follow in
his fathers footsteps as a lawyer, but quit the profession early
to write for magazines and the stage. His collaboration with
the publisher Pierre-Jules Hetzel led to the creation of the
Voyages Extraordinaires, a widely popular series of
scrupulously researched adventure novels including A Journey
to the Interior of the Earth, Twenty Thousand Leagues Under
the Sea, and Around the World in Eighty Days. This item ships
from multiple locations. Your book may...
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Extremely helpful for all class of folks. I really could comprehended almost everything using this written e publication.
You will not feel monotony at at any time of the time (that's what catalogs are for about in the event you check with
me).
-- Pr of . Melyna  Dooley V-- Pr of . Melyna  Dooley V

It in a single of my personal favorite ebook. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Your life
span will likely be enhance once you total reading this article publication.
-- R uss Mueller-- R uss Mueller
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